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Multi-tier FRP
Combining multi-tier(tierless) languages 




















































































mouse coordinates: (x, y)
Event discrete value
mouse actions: (action, t0)
Multi-tier FRP API
Classic FRP API
Event[T].map[A](fun: T => A): Event[A]
Behavior[T].map[A](fun: T => A): Behavior[A]
Event[T].merge[T](e: Event[T]): Event[T]
Behavior[T].combine[A, B](beh: Behavior[A])(fun: (T, A) => B): Behavior[B]
Event[T].hold[T](initial: T): Behavior[T]





Event[T].map[A](fun: T => A): Event[A]
Behavior[T].map[A](fun: T => A): Behavior[A]
Event[T].merge[T](e: Event[T]): Event[T]
Behavior[T].combine[A, B](beh: Behavior[A])(fun: (T, A) => B): Behavior[B]
Event[T].hold[T](initial: T): Behavior[T]
Event[T].fold[A](initial: A)(fun: (A, T) => A): Behavior[A]
Behavior[T].sampledBy(e: Event[_]): Event[T]
ServerEvent[T].map[A](f: T => A): ServerEvent[A]
ClientEvent[T].map[A](f: Rep[T] => Rep[A]): ClientEvent[A]
Long-established
Multi-tier FRP API
Explicit Crossing of Tiers
Event[T].map[A](fun: T => A): Event[A]
Behavior[T].map[A](fun: T => A): Behavior[A]
Event[T].merge[T](e: Event[T]): Event[T]
Behavior[T].combine[A, B](beh: Behavior[A])(fun: (T, A) => B): Behavior[B]
Event[T].hold[T](initial: T): Behavior[T]
Event[T].fold[A](initial: A)(fun: (A, T) => A): Behavior[A]
Behavior[T].sampledBy(e: Event[_]): Event[T]
ServerEvent[T].map[A](f: T => A): ServerEvent[A]
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